ABSTRACT

In stress testing, an analysis of financial risk exposure needs to be carried out with respect to two key components: the current portfolio positions and the future portfolio positions. The risk analysis of current portfolio positions, properly projected in the future, is a well-known topic of discussion. The risk analysis of future portfolio positions, (that is, financial positions that might originate in the future) is less studied and it poses analytical challenges. In this paper, a random forest regression is used to predict the overall future portfolio volume. Then, conditionally on the future volume, a Copula model is used to generate synthetic positions. Finally, a K-Nearest Neighbor classification method is used to fill-in non-numerical attributes of the newly generated positions.

INTRODUCTION

Analyzing financial risk exposure is fundamental for financial institutions. On one hand, these analyses are often required by institutional regulators to adhere to financial best practices. On the other hand, being able to assess whether they can operate under any circumstances should be implemented by every financial entity that aims at a successfully thriving during good times and surviving during adverse circumstances.

In this context, some institutional regulators (the International Accounting Standards Board, IASB, and the Financial Accounting Standards Board in the USA (FASB)) have made huge progress by determining that any methodology that assesses risk exposure should not focus on incurred losses, but on expected losses. This concept is crucial as it requires financial institutions to perform a detailed analysis of their financial position conditionally on alternative scenarios.

The objective of a stress testing analysis is to measure the resilience of a financial institution to hypothetical adverse scenarios, including economic downturns or prolonged recessions. The analysis must be forward looking (typically 3 to 5 years) with respect to the expected evolution of the business over the forecast period.

A business evolution plan includes assumptions about the growth of certain segments of the portfolio (that is, by product, line of business, geography, and so on). Such assumptions result in the requirement to simulate the creation of future financial positions. This requirement becomes particularly interesting when the amount of historical information available is large and data are possibly distributed.

In this paper, we provide a general guideline on how to leverage SAS Viya analytical capabilities to do the following:

1. Help with the definition of the business evolution plan.
2. Generate synthetic positions that match the assumptions of the business evolution plan.

In doing so, we will take advantage of the possibility of storing the data and performing the computation in the cloud. The availability of cloud storage and cloud computing is not required. A similar analysis can be performed using SAS procedures that pre-date cloud-based technology.

STRESS TESTING: AN EXAMPLE

Stress testing for financial institutions can be characterized by the process of assessing the risk exposure conditionally on the following two aspects:
1. Future projections of the risk factors.
2. Future assumptions about the business evolution plan.

The latter point is obviously related the first one, and it typically involves a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis of the company's future strategy.

For simplicity, we consider a retail bank whose core business consists of mortgages and auto loans only. The portfolio data are a representation of a typical portfolio from the retail banking industry. As previously mentioned, assumptions about the future business evolution plan are typically the result of qualitative and quantitative assessment of external factors. In this case, we assume that the risk factors affecting the bank are exclusively represented by the following three macroeconomic variables:

1. Real Gross Domestic Product change rate (RGDP)
2. Unemployment change rate (UR)
3. House price index (HPI)

Figure 1 shows that the relationship between the total exposure of the portfolio and HPI is strong. The relationship between RGDP and UR with the total exposure is not obvious, although intuition based on economic theory suggests it.

Figure 1. Graphs of Aggregated Portfolio, Real GDP Rate, Unemployment Rate, and House Price Index Over Time
Figure 2 confirms the strong linear dependence between total exposure of the portfolio and HPI. Figure 2 also emphasizes non-linear relationships between UR, HPI, and total exposure. At this point, assumptions about the business evolution plan should be made based on both analytical results as well as the company’s business strategy.

![Figure 2. Scatterplot Matrix of Real GDP Rate, Total Exposure, Unemployment Rate, and House Price Index](image)

**SCENARIO FORECASTING: PROC FOREST**

There are a lot of analytical models that can be used to assist a company in determining their own business evolution plan. The simplest and most common tool is the linear regression model. More sophisticated models derived from macroeconomic theory consist of vector autoregressive models (Henry and Kok 2013). Other models focus on the uncertainty of selecting the relevant risk factors by considering a Bayesian probabilistic model of all possible combinations (Macaro and Sanford 2015). Recent advances in machine learning theory suggest a new group of models based on the random forest theory. A random forest model is essentially a random collection of tree models where the behavior of the variable of interest is explained with a series of simple classification rules. The advantage of using these models is that their methodology has been conceived by keeping in mind the following two aspects:

1. Out-of-sample predicting capability
2. Nonlinear relationship between the main variable of interests and a collection, possibly large, of external factors

Both features of these models seem to be suitable for determining a business evolution plan for a company.
In practice, a random forest model can be used to forecast the total exposure of a portfolio, given the projections of the macroeconomic variables (RGDP, UR, and HPI). The FOREST procedure that is available in SAS® Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning can be used for this purpose.

```
proc forest
data     = sascas1.data
outmodel = sascas1.fit
seed     = 12345;

target  TotalExposure     / level = interval;
input   RGDP UR HPI       / level = interval;
id      Date RGDP UR HPI Scenario;
output
   out = sascas1.Forecasts
;
run;
```

Figure 3 confirms that a major driver in the determination of the portfolio exposure is the House Price Index.

![Figure 3. Projection Graphs of Aggregated Portfolio, Real GDP Rate, Unemployment Rate, and House Price Index Over Time](image)

Figure 3. Projection Graphs of Aggregated Portfolio, Real GDP Rate, Unemployment Rate, and House Price Index Over Time
SYNTHETIC POSITIONS GENERATION: PROC CCOPULA

After the conditional forecasts of the aggregated portfolio values have been obtained for each scenario, the synthetic positions need to be generated. A simple and straightforward approach is to resample existing portfolio positions until the targets defined in the business evolution have been reached. The problem with this approach is that no new position is used. Samples of the existing portfolio might determine a portfolio exposure that matches the current risk exposure. To introduce true randomness in the generation of new portfolio position, a more sophisticated approach is proposed.

A COPULA model seems to be best for generating synthetic positions. These models are characterized by the capability of modeling the dependence across many variables by considering their marginal empirical cumulative probability distributions and a merging function called the “COPULA” function. Here is an example of the CCOPULA procedure that is available in SAS® Econometrics:

```sas
/* Number of instruments to generate */
%let Ninst = 10000;

proc ccopula data = sascas1.portfolio;
    /* Model the dependency of the portfolio variables */
    var
        TotalExposure /* Financial Exposure */
        PD /* Probability of Default */
        LGD /* Loss Given Default */
        LTV /* Loan-To-Value */
    ;
    /* Fit Normal-copula */
    fit Normal /
        marginals = empirical
        method = mle
        store = sascas1.fit
    ;
    /* Simulate new instruments */
    simulate /
        ndraws = &Ninst.
        outuniform = sascas1.uniform_sim
        seed = 12345
    ;
run;
```

Notice that in the CCOPULA procedure code example, three additional variables are considered:

1. Probability of default (PD)
2. Loss-Given-Default (LGD)
3. Loan-to-Value (LTV)

These additional variables, together with the portfolio exposure, are the variables of interest. These are the variables for which the multivariate dependence should be maintained.

Table 1 shows the list of synthetic instruments that are generated by the CCOPULA procedure. In addition to the variables of interests (PD, LGD, LTV, and Exposure), the table shows three additional variables: Scenario, Horizon, and Short_Flag. These additional variables are generated in a data step and map the newly generated synthetic positions to the assumptions provided in the business evolution plan. The Scenario variable indicates the scenario under which the portfolio synthetic instrument becomes active. The Horizon variable indicates the horizon of activation of the portfolio synthetic instrument. Finally, the Short_Flag variable indicates whether the synthetic instrument will be added or deleted to or from the portfolio. Notice that the Short_Flag variable is always set to FALSE when the
business evolution plan assumes growth. It is worth emphasizing that the aggregate exposure of the synthetic instruments needs to match the assumptions made in the business evolution plan regarding the total exposure.

Table 1. Copula Simulation of Synthetic Instruments

SYNTHETIC POSITIONS GENERATION FOR CLASSES: PROC FASTKNN

One problem with generating a synthetic position with a COPULA model is that you can only capture the multivariate dependence across numeric continuous variables. Two possible solutions to this problem are the following:

1. Random sampling of the class variables from similar pre-existing portfolio positions.
2. Model the relationship between the variables of the COPULA model and the class variables of interest.

The first solution is computationally fast and efficient; however, it does not guarantee consistency of the results. For example, the COPULA model might generate a synthetic instrument with a probability of default close to one (PD≈1), while the random sampling component could assign a AAA rating grade.

The second solution requires additional complex computing, but it can prevent the inconsistencies affecting the simple random sampling method. For example, the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) machine learning algorithm can be used to properly match the rating grade given the probability of default. The FASTKNN procedure that is available in SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning can be used for this purpose.

SYNTHETIC POSITIONS ELIMINATION

A closer look at the random forest analysis shows that not all horizons require an increment of the portfolio to be covered by new synthetic positions. In fact, at some horizons (especially in the adverse and severe scenarios), the total exposure of the portfolio shrinks. This can be accomplished with a random elimination without replacement of the original portfolio positions.

Table 2 shows the required random elimination of portfolio instruments as indicated by the business evolution plan. In this case, the Short_Flag variable is set to TRUE. This indicates that the position is available only up to the designated horizon.
Table 2. Random Elimination of Instruments

CONCLUSION

Stress testing analysis is fundamental for financial entities operating in an ever-changing environment. The emphasis that institutional regulators have posed on assessing expected loss conditionally on the scenarios has inevitably pushed the financial entities to define clear business evolution plans conditionally on alternative scenarios. In turns, this has created a demand for a methodology that can produce synthetic positions.
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